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Multiquantum systems and point processes I.

Generating functionals and nonlinear semigroups

V.P. Belavkin*

School of Theoretical Physics

Dublin Institute for Advanced Studies

10 Burlington Road, Dublin 4, Ireland

Abstract.

An algebraic approach to representation theory and the description of

multicomponent quantum systems is considered. A generating multiquantum state

functional and nonlinear completely positive map are introduced and a dilation

theorem giving a nonlinear extension of GNS and Stinenspring theorem is proved.

A number particle operator-valued weight and an empirical weight operator

generating a macroscopic inductive algebra are defined, and asymptotic

commutativity of this algebra is proved. A canonical multiquantum stochastic

process called quasi-Poissonian is constructed and the general structure of the

generator for infinite divisible multi-quantum states as well as multiquantum

semigroups is found. An existence theorem extending the Lindblad theorem to

unbounded generators as well as nonlinear generators is proven. The class of

quasifree quantum point stochastic processes is introduced to describe Markovian

dynamics of non-interacting quantum particles and corresponding birth, branching

and current nonlinear semigroups and their generators are studied.

* On leave of absence from M.I.E.M,, B. Vusovski Street 3/12,

Moscow 109028, USSR.
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2.

Introducti on.

This paper is written on the basis of lectures given by the author in the

Dublin Institute for Advanced Studies in September 1987. It contains a

mathematical introduction to the quantum algebraic theory of multicomponent

systems which are the systems of a random number of quantum particles, or

quasiparticles, called shortly quantums, of the same or different types. Such

multiquantum systems are described by a decomposable algebra of observables

compatible with the total number operator on Fock space, containing both the Bose

and Fermi states.

In the first chapter we consider questions of representation and

composition of such systems arising in large number theory and large deviations.

Then we develop an analytical apparatus of state generating functionals and

nonlinear completely positive maps. We prove a theorem giving the necessary and

sufficient conditions for an analytical functional and map to be the generator

for a multiquantum state and linear completely positive map. This theorem gives

a nonlinear extension of GNS construction for states and Stinenspring-Kraus

construction for maps [1].

Then we introduce a notion of number weight operator, which is a

C*_algebraic generalization of integer valued random measure, describing the

distribution of particles in phase space, and a notion of emprical weight

operator, which is the noncommutative analogue of empirical measure, describing

the distribution of particles in the composition of a number N of identical

systems, divided by N. We prove that the macroscopic algebra generated by the

empirical weight operator is an asymptotically Abelian algebra in an inductive

limit.

The second chapter is concerned with models and properties of quantum

stochastic point processes, which are quantum stochastic processes over the

multiquantum algebra. Firstly we introduce a quasi-Poissonian quantum process,

generating the simplest class of Markovian multiquantum stochastic processes that

are quantum birth Poissonian processes. We describe such a process by a

multiplicative semigroup of analytical generating functionals, and find the

necessary and sufficient conditions for an analytical functional to be a

generator of infinitely divisible multiquantum state. This is a particular case

of a proven general theorem giving a representation of conditionally completely

positive maps with respect to an analytical representation of multiplicative
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*..semigroup. In this way we obtain a nonlinear extension of the Evans-Lewis

construction for a generator of a linear completely positive semigroup [2] Then

we prove the existence theorem for multiquantum Markovian master equations, which

generalizes the Lindblad construction [3] of Markovian semigroup on a class of

unbounded generators.

This gives us an analytical tool for the mathematical description of

quantum Markovian processes for interacting particles in Fock space, having

unbounded generators. The simplest such multiquantum process is the branching

quantum process, which is described by an unbounded sum of single-quantum

branching generators. We show that this process is generated by a nonlinear

backward master equation for one-particle observables, and prove the existence

theorem for corresponding nonlinear semigroups This gives us a possibility to

construct the current semigroups to quasi-free quantum point processes, described

in the general case by a completely dissipative pair of current semialgebras.

The second part of this quantum theory of multicomponent systems and point

processes will contain the large number theorems and large deviations, which we

used in [4-6] for the disclosure of the general structure of quantum kinetic

equations for weakly interacting particles The number of particles which

collide may be arbitrary and not equal to the number of particles which appear as

the result of the collision, i.e. we can have the processes of birth, death,

splitting and collapse, with mutual transformation of particles of one type into

particles of another type It is evident that such complicated processes cannot

be described within the frames of Hamiltonian formalism [4] in a given Fock space

of a variable number of particles of the considered types, since this formalism

demands that the considered system should be closed, and in particular, the

number of particles should be conserved. Nevertheless, due to the condition of

complete positiveness for the corresponding Markovian transition mappings we can

consider these processes as quantum random processes in the weak sense of [7], or

even in the strong sense [8], if we extend the system under consideration to a

“closed large system” by using some dilation construction. We will show that in this

non-Hamiltonian situation the infinitesimal description of multicomponent system

is asymptotically reduced to the canonical pair of typically irreversible

one-particle nonlinear equations-forward for average weight operator and

backward for single-particle observables The first one containing a Vlasov as

well as Boltzmann kinetic type equation corresponds to the large number limit,

and the second one corresponds to the large deviation limit. We will prove that
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the theorem announced in [6], this canonical pair, firstly derived in [5], is

the sytems of Bellmann-Pontrjagin equations for the variational problem,

corresponding to Ventzel-Frejdlin large deviations in the phase space

which is the positive cone of a single-particle C*_algebra 01.-.



Chapter 1.

5.

An algebraic approach to quantum multicomponent systems

1 The algebra of multiquanturnobservables

and multicomponent quantum systems

Let A be a W*_algebra, called the single-body, or one-quantum

quantum many-particle quantum-point system.

One can assume that .A is represented as a von Neumann algebra A c.93()on

a Hilbert space 8 , where £() denotes the algebra of all bounded operators

on . For example in the case of pure quantum particles of several types L.EJ

.A is the algebra of decomposable operators A = @ , A admitting

the vector states , of a particle with random type iJ uciiA

are satisfying the compatibility (commutativity) condition of the observables

A€A on the Hilbert sum 6=e& of one-particle states , with

the observable of particle typewhich is described by the identity resolution 1=

= G I (by type-index operator t if fl4 ), where I is the

orthoprojector on the

In the case

algebra for a

sub-space of particle states with type i.

We denote byd, the predual space of c.A , which is the space of decomposable

trace-class operators p , if A = e , and by <9,A>

the pairing of AQ A and , inducing the w*_topology on , which is

Tv- ,

The algebra of n-quantum (n-body) observables is the symmetrical n-th

tensor W*_power A’ , which can be defined as the von Neumann algebra,

generated on Hilbert tensor power 6 by the operators A for all AEcA.

A linear w*_continuous functional . < A’> is called

n-quantum state, if it is positive , or o if

and normalized:

< ,I®>= or TrI ,

is a decomposable W*_algebra:
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A’=e...e A.

i.1EJ EI L1—.

are symmetrical bounded operators on

where are symmetrical trace-class operators

The multiquantum (many-body) system overA withrandom number of particles

n = 0,1 ,2, ... is described by the W*a1gebra M = e of the

observables A = e A’ , which commute with particle number operator

= on Fock space (
4(j as usual). A linear

w*_conti nuous functi onal E has the form < , ,, = ,

and is called multiquantum state, if it is positive: ? and <?, I>i,

where I e . If is normalized: <,

which corresponds to the state with random finite number of particles

n = 0,1,2,... with probability distribution < ?,It>,otherwise the

difference 1- Z p is considered as the probability p of infinite n

The following theorem shows that the given construction of multiquantum

system defines a W*_algebraic functor i:A4cAA. into the category of algebras

= cA , which constructs the multiquantum system over a sum

decomposable W*_algebra = as the multiple composition pri (j?,)= cA14

of multiquantum systems AA = w(L.4) over
4L

£ 5 (cE- ) with different

types eJ

Theorem 1.1. Let ,: be a W*_homomorphism

_____ ______

on a Hilbert space ‘°/ . Then the map

_________

as (Xe) (X) for all XE,4 XX

_______________

toa W*_honlomorphi sm m () of multiquantum W*_algebra w’ (J1) =

into the algebra on the Fock space ‘jt- If

_______________________

—

then , ( ) vvi()owi and if is a direct sum

of von Neumann algebras A. ç, 3?, (&) , e J , then the

W*_algebra w () is W*_equivalent to the von Neumann tensor product 0

of W*_algebras ) on the Fock tensor product ® of the
— I. —

L

Hilbert spaces. $
L

g<io j

Proof. Defining for a Vi. the *_homomorphism on linear span of

where A.

(ii.)

<,A >
LJ

Tr

and

(YL)

of cA into a W*_algebra 3
defined on X= X

I , can be uniquely extended
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A® j. by linearity and extending it on all by w*_continuity,

we shall obtain a W*_homomorphlsm vv(A) A’L, B and, hence,

as a unique W*_homomorphism (4 ) —. vi () , satisfying the condition

(Y)?(X), X A€A\AtAI. Obviously,k1—®

is a multiplicative and identity-preserving map with respect to the composition

2 = ° and identity authomorphisms i A-4A . Remembering the

definition of an (infinite) von Neumann product 0 4A , we can regard it

as von Neumann algebra, generated by the operators for all

and with <oc and

for a on corresponding subspaces j’ with vacuum

multiplier c if i-.:=O . On the other hand the generating

operators ( for on
(30=

(e6L)®can be

decomposed up to the direct sum of unitary permutations of ( as

e... (As. ..A. )e (s®I(-!/’!))
1 (1.1)

sum of

where

on kt=e..e (‘ dD

where 1
(vv)

and i is the identity operator in

being equal to the multiplicity of the product
j3®’l in the sum

the algebra w1(eAL) is, up to unitary equivalence, the direct

von Neumann algebras , ‘) over all IVI < o

(hi..)

0 A. are the von Neumann tensor-product algebras defining
L

decomposition w (i. )=e 3 . This proves the W*_equivalence
“ IVI4oo

frvi (@4) rr(}7) as the direct sums of the von Neumann algebras

and its multiplications ‘1!/’”!
0

with M

Hence

the

Coroll ary I .1. Let be the w*_tensor product .A 0 C of

algebra ,1c()and the abelian alge

on J . Then () is w*_equivalent

on Fock tensor power of

______________

the W*_isornorphism
- (A

____

W*_isomorphism

defined by the imbeddings (‘

____

Representing ..A
we obtain this corollary as

a von Neumann

bra 3) of bounded complex functions

to the von Neumann tensor power i ( I

of cardinality (31
ofA into ‘induces the

=vi() into JjJ on

into :T2,’—.ø ,4°)
L€J Le.L

sum . of identical A.A
1. L

ar case of theorem 1 by the definition of

of

as direct

a particul
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the power .A-’t as the product ®U of identical The

W*_isomorphism .. , induced by the W*_isomorphism wL(t-)

(•)
and by W*_equivalence m (A d? ) vvi(1) describes obviously the

multiplication of the particles ..A by representation of the many body system .A-I

over 4 into the composition .A1.93 of identical many body systems over

with cardinality number iJl
A . . .

The pre-dual map € J.4 € 1A- describes the identification of

these similar particles, differing only by type-index , as the

composition of a multiquantum state t. of the composed particles system

and the multiplication isomorphism of the system A-L into . Taking into

account that the n-quantum state on over is decomposable

as

(0 j (1.2)

(?
()

is a state on L for a

on t= (A) as the restriction of each

on the W*subalgebra
,(L4) 4(J0fQ((;

lE., L,eJ

isomorphism of the algebra

I .e. with k1 =
1 L

(ji,..,k))

,.
()

onto the W*_algebra
lj.

3= , such that

A. (1 5)
Ii d

E3 i.eT

(‘9)

where c4..,,,,E

we identify the state

component of =

l’21 k1

10=

41

()
,A >= <

)V14-

Denoting

cii
—o #

the unitary

(1.3)

with

i

))

for a ) e

(1 .4)

(Lk)

L. (di1

, generated

S0!t4

by

))=

,4 for afi
di
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t.

for a generating element _® A. with

can evaluate the state as the composition

(j17.J) ()

(‘ •1 (1.6)
/4

2. The state generating functionals

and completely positive maps

Let .jtI-= wi ) be the W*_algebra of a multiquantum system over

We define the generating functional for a multiquantum state b= E3 as a

sen es

(X) =Z<,X><,X@>, (2.1)

which absolutely converges on the unit ball I XX I)
If ) A is a W*homomorphism of A into a W*_algebra 53 with a

multiquantum state co , then the composition wo with the

generating functional J(’( ) <
., y@> is the generating functional

(X) vi( CX)) on (.11’ for the multiquantum state = on the

W*_algebra 4( , represented in vr) If e is a

decomposable algebra on the Hilbert sum , then the generating

functional wE X] =w(X.) is an analytical multifunctional on

which has a representation

X] ( , X> , (2.2)

IvI<c’ tEJ

where cô,, , V=(vt) are the corresponding states on the components =

for 1’I kz_1 of the von Neumann tensor
t€J i- LJ

representation . ‘(.A)= 33 of the W*_algebra v, (A)
j1<oo

An analytical map F jli, is called w*_analytical in if all

all the derivatives

F(X) =
(2.3)
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defined for a fixed X inside Aas n-linear maps A J? ‘ F(X )
have w*_continuous extensions on i .e. F5ko)= -z.! < P ,

where 9E , are linear w*_continuous s-valued forms on

It is obvious that the generating functional (2.1) is w*_analytical and

satisfying the implications (iv)=>(iii) =>(ii)=>(i) with j (X)=x(X)
for the GNS-representation < ,

A’ > = ( I 7t()) of the state X-.-ç(X)
fn the following equivalent conditions.

Theorem 1.2. Let F be a w*_continuous map F: A1—.5, into a W*_algebra

on Hilbert space f , which is w*_analytical in the unit ball . Then

the following conditions are equivalent:

Ci) F is positive-definite (?D.):for M i,a,

(ii) F is completely positive i.e. F :X[F(Xt)Jis positive;

E (F(2X))O, V2E,A’,

where A is the unit ball of _.A-valued matrices X =C Xt .7,XkEA K*=Lx,J

acting in Hilbert space = of sequences

as x .c =C xT and ()() is the corresponding -valued

matrix in

(iii) There exists a Hilbert space X , an w*_analytical multiplicative

*.homomorphism
(.14

VX,2EA (2.4)

r I
and an operator , commuting with commutant 33YJ’,/4 C?fina
W*_representation such that

F(X)=J*(X)J (2.5)

(iv) There are linear w*_continuous completely positive 5-valued forms
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A
-‘

<P ,
on with Z< P

___

that for

fl XA’

rcx) = , <, x >
(2.6)

Proof. Due to the obviousness of the (iil)>(ii)>(i) and Stinenspring theorem

(iv)>(iii) [1] with jt4 (X)=ir(X) constructed in [9] and1w’ in [10], we

have to prove only that Ci) implies (iv) using for (2.3) the Cauchy integral

! S F( &9,4)ed9 , j=VT (2.7)

Thanks to the wanalyticity this integral defines the -valued linear

w*_continuous form < P , A>= O)/!the positive definetness of

which is a consequence of (1), if we approximate the Cauchy integral by an

integral sum Z F(ed A)ed . Indeed, for any finite family of vectors

and the Hermitian form

k1
( 1< p ,(Ak*At)) 1)

1(

/L IL

)2 (e( (-
)e°dp.)

can be represented as the limit of positive integral sums

( S (e
- -rr

14A1 9
= (iCYX7) )

(271) Woc p,?:1
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—e
£4

where iO , =

(Li.) (kt) (ks)

m = 1, ... , M. This proves the positive-definetness of forms A -.<P,A )
and, hence the complete positivity of the corresponding s-valued w*_continuous

form <P, A > Z < A (k1)> on the sum A of

W*_algebras .4 , generated by A

( 1<P, AA5) =(J<,(AA)o
kVl p,?:1 p

fri y- Lii N1 r
where = Z ‘. if A — I C A 1,..., M

The proven theorem gives for an w*ana1ytica1 functional the

necessary and sufficient condition Ci) to be the generating functional for a

positive form i.A4 , which together with the condition 4(I)I (.c(i)j)
characterizes the generating functionals of multiquantum normalized states over cl4.

In the case F 3 it gives together with F(I)i (F(I)=I)the

characterization of operator-valued (normalized) states 3, for the

multiquantum system U=w (A)1 which are completely positive linear

w*_continuous maps P , satisfying the contraction condition P(I®)I (P(i)=I)
Using the Stinenspring representation 7 : (X)for each component

as for a completely positive w*_continuous contractive map P(A)=J r(A)J
we obtain a nonlinear extension p (X)= (Xt.)

., JJ of the Kraus

Stinenspring construction for w*_analytical completely positive maps F.

This gives, obviously, the following corollary of theorem 2.

Corollary 1.2. Let F. : J. , L1,..., A/ bea finite family of

generating maps for 5. -valued multiquantum states 44. on the

W*_algebras ). , ) . Then the product as the map ex.

F ( X ) , defines the generating map for an

®. -valued multiquantum state over a decomposable W*_algebra . If

then the composition FoOEN
is defined ont A1..(1)

as the map r—F((p(x))) into =3 which is the generating map for a

s-valued multiquantum state overA.
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In particular, if is a finite family of generating functionals

for a family of states C then the product

1’

( x) = -
defines the generating functional =(®ç )old

cx)= x
1fs1) for the multiquantum state

over,4 , corresponding to the identification of the similar

particles with types i = 1, ... , N in the multiquantum state w : w

over with generating functional iV(. X )
In the tensor representation L’,”I of multiquantum W*_algebra

‘vi (AC’’) this state is the product state c= 0 because of its
j=1

components C4),1, .7 defined by Cauchy integrals

N’ t

A > S- f -j9
A17..,e A,je d9dt2.8)— -11 1 N

have for C K1 ,..., X ) = ) -(x) the tensor-product form

= , corresponding to
L-=-’

r4 Ci) (w)
<t,øA. >=< ,A1 --< )A

with

J9, A > f f(eA )e . (2.9)

Hence the state is the convolution

(Lt)
N (L)

(L),>

<f’I

(i) (kl)

< ,A >=Z 0 A = ) A >(2.lO)
lkt t1

as it follows from (1.3), and

(%f () () -%

= (
CL)

=
)o1

(2.11)
L1 1_o

1
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where — is the multiplication w*isomorphism

defined by the embeddings

(i)) ii(M)t) ( )-t : for ‘z(kt1,,k), I)I=P+.+vt1

The simplest multiquantum state with for all n = 0,1,

is the Poissonian state overA defined by the generating functional

of the invariant under multiplication form

- (2.12)

where f is a positive normal form p-A and ( c=<ç’, I

if the state is normalized). The functional (2.12) generates the n-quantum

states (2.9) in the form of product states

(2.13)

of a single-quantum state with Poissonian distribution

- Ii

>=e <,i>/! if

of the quantum number n = 0,1 The composition of the multiquantum

systems in Poissonian states over . , 1= 1,..., t1 ,described by

c’(x ) = <p(L) X ,> gives the Poissonian state over

with w(@y ) <‘. > — ) , and the identification of the

corresponding particles in the case induces the

Poissonian state, described by (2.12) or (2.13) with

I.
CL)

2 = f Z . (2.14)
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3. The number and empirical weight operators

and macroscopic observables

Let us consider a w*_dense *-subalgebra OLc.cA of a one-particle

von Neumann algebra 54 S 5 C& ) and identify the pre-dual space 5’/* with the

subspace of linear forms X O , , defined by the restrictions pIOt

of . Due to the w*_density of O in 54 , the subspace is

separated by OC and is w*_dense in dual space Oi. of all linear bounded forms

x€ Oi—’ &‘Cx..) , equipped with w*_topoiogy, induced byOL

TypicallyO( is a *-algebra, such that A= Oi , as it is in the case of

pure quantum particles, described by =(8) for quantum particles type e

for which we define Ot as the decomposable algebra of finite dimensional

operators = xS on the Hilbert space = . We define an

operator-valued weight ondescribingthe distribution of the number of quantums

or particles overA as the linear functional V XQ1—-V(x)with

decomposable unbounded operator values ‘?(x) = on the Fock space

? with bounded components

A () —@((<-i)
)(Dc) =E I c®1 (3.1)

A

on tensor powers C- (© means the symmetrical tensor product). The map’s..’,

called the number weight operator over . , gives an operator *-representation

(x) (x) of the Lie algebra x, ] — , x-, €

A

(3.2)

of the group e_xzO{ cA. Of course it is normal and its extension on LA

maps the identity operator I into the total number operator

Due to w*_density of corresponding group algebra eXp-L’(Q-L)j in

on , the family 4’ (0t) is a generating family for the von Neumann

algebra, representing ,U on T
In the case of pure quantum particles of different types

one can obtain an equivalent (in the sense of w*_equivalence of generated ®
von Neumann algebras) tensor representation on for
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,

(X) (ccI cE 01d

dEI IT

where , (Pt.)1 I
d A () (ks)

is the algebra of finite dimensional opertors on 6 , and Q (X S ) =

= Vt I. 4 differs from zero for kt.=Ii.)Ico only on
I d -jJ

a finite subset of J
Taking into account that

Økt

xpfJ= e p{

we find the symmetrical moment generating map (functional) for a -valued form

(state, if 5=C) P: P,>on

T () = <P, exp1()J> F(p{x/) (3.4)

as the composition of an exponential map N-.I5? and the state generating map

E(X) which is defined at least for all )C Oi with Re x=

(c + , when eXp ‘ X- F € But more useful and

explicitly evaluated are the factorial moment generating maps (functionals)

Cx)<P (i+)> R(I3c), (3.4)

defined as expectations of the factorial exponential

= (I+x)

‘ir(v’) m A

at least for r € I . The factorial moments ‘±‘ = r, :‘Wx) .)

VVI A

exp/t(r) (35)
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representation on the Fock product for the number weight operator )

over and all its factorial powers

) (3.10)

pp: IJLdn

where is an element of the C*algebra
v’ j1EJ JEJ

generated by Lf = (j )
=.e d -,

(hi) :
1.)

is the unitary equivalent representation (1.5) of the component O

3 (cE
.

-. 0 £ J% ) , generated by ... x
as C*_algebra , generated by

iJ
and

) = (3.11)

for Gt EO with lpll2y<D0
WI ‘ ‘ /

In the case of the composition of N’ identical multiquantum systems over

the formula (3.10) gives for i=ai,

where is the identity operator on C and

is the imbedding O-(1,1-@Oçan equivalent representation on of

factorial powers for the number weight operator (2.9) over

with (c) -x 0 , corresponding to the identification of similar

particles with type index i=l, ... , N. In particular, for m=l one can obtain

(N)
F.’

®

‘I

=1oc.) (3.12)

as in the case , for (3.3). This gives the equivalent

tensor representation for the normed weight operator

W)

9 () = Cc0 )/ ) (3.13)
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: (‘v’ (x4

as the empirical weight operator

/ ,)1•

and its factorial powers t’ (t/r.1 1

-) (3.14)

• .

in the composed system on the Hilbert space

Now we can consider an algebra of macroscopic observables as

representation in N-component multiquantum system with identical

of a *-algebra, generated by the normed weight operator (2.13).

macroscopic observable overO-t as a factorial power series of the

operator (3 13)

( )r<&
I’.-=O

lA’s

Ag

where we use the bracket notation < çOi> (a-) for an operator-valued

functional to emphasize its linearity. As it follows from the definitions

(3.7), (3.13), the observable (3.16) is the representation on

®kt. Ly of a decomposable operator X= X
-

,.

with finite sum components X”’’= -v /w’)
(kt.)

= 0

p =

19.

and its factorial powers

)/) :

4

N

N I-’

1
J J

(x)

4
()

LA-i (3.15)

the empirical

We define a

normed weight

(3.16)

x
0

@

(3.17)
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Hence in order to study the algebra of macroscopic observables we have to study

the algebra of decomposable operators on Fock space =@ depending

on as

X 6 , (3.18)

with bounded components (3.17), defined by some sequences X
,

OOL

The functional C , defined on by formal series

f
(3.19)

) frv )

is called the symbol of the observable (3.18). Let us introduce an inductive

topology on the linear space of all sequences ft=tft] with

C ‘/w ! , e . We denote by the Banach

space of the sequences with norm

()
= sp 1v1! ELftH/ (3.20)

(oO) () (i.)
and ‘YYt the inductive limit, in which OL.- — 0 for

E.- —. o , if Ii 0 for a 70 . Now we shall prove that

the operator representation (3.19) of on induces in 7fl

the structure of an inductive *-algebra, with the product analytically

depending on € fl’ which is commutative in the limit —0 . In such a way

we shall prove, that the *-algebra of macroscopic observables (3.16) is

asymptotically Abelian, if N—°°

Theorem 1.3. Let = oL ) and Z = T ():
be the operators of the form (3.18), defined by and

a ki.)

c / respectively. Then the product y’’ Z
is ar operator Y = (3 ) : of the same form (3.18),

defined by g (s-). e with
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£O)’ L+ 4k/LIJ!k/ (321)

- k =

c c)m

where 2. 0 is a semi tensor product, defined for

‘a
Ck÷kj

by the symmetrical tensor product ® as

Ct@cL. C1C (3.22)

(E) (‘‘) (zr)
tOc\1 ilcil ,if

(E) (a) (o) .

then ., , where is the convolution

with components

(c®c) = (C©) (3.23)

and if then

(°)
11 u (3.24)
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Proof. Let ft — /w!J) ctz>’i!J with (jxiL ltilz,
We have, obviously, (1 a and 7fl Yt’ are the

completions of linear spans of such -() and C

Hence we have to prove (3.21) only for and z /kf
But in this case

(fr)

x = (I+) z= (i÷)

following from the definition (3.12), and

=
X’Z=[(I÷&x)(14 =(r+exz)+Ex?)

()
So the representation of in the form (3.18) is defined by

coeffi ci ents

=ax(x)z (3.24)

which are the product (3.21) for DC /(t. )! , and

Cj+k j+k)! , with

k1

i/LI) (lix ii l(Ll+(Ix1HlU) / (÷ ÷i) /!

This proves the first part of the theorem with

(p,) () (4)

ItoH Itch for

Now let us estimate the difference between (3.21) and (3.23) for é i
Representing it as

) (o) ‘P c.
‘‘d1

t

S
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and

@Pi (.vi) ()
(oT)(ç)=0r <f oL (1 (ç>, (3.26)

(k)
fri,)

(k1) (L’i)

where the product o’ is defined cx and ‘T ?)
as for elements of C*_algebras o-ç. In particular, for eO (&®

Indeed, if ci , then the series (3.20) a&o lately converges on

*
, and

Z iui I(exp

Hence the derivatives (3.25) are defined for all 9 , as the absolutely

convergent series

To prove formula (3.25), derived in [4] , it is sufficient to check it for

exponential functionals ol (?)=eyp<,x’>].,which are symbols of generating

elements x®”/w ! ] Indeed, the symbol of the product (3.24) of

such elements with c c ! ] is

( 00 ()
(q) L >p<?X÷>

00

(x)

X<c>>
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Chapter II

Quantum point stochastic processes and kinetic equations

1. Quasi-Poissonian quantum processes

and infinitely divisible multiquantum states

Let us consider one-parameter family (fBj of von Neumann algebras

an increasing family of Hilbert spaces
,

€ IR
satisfying the decomposability conditions

‘r $
Lf1

rsEI1 1)

where 3? {oJ Defining the multiquantum W*_algebras

on Fock spaces , we can consider as an increasing

family of von Neumann algebras with jV = C defining the embeddings of

J4 into by canonical maps in the

W*_representation .Ai @jf of on

A family of states on the increasing family is called

quasi-Poissonian, if it satisfies the product condition

— Cc) (1 2)

under the W*_tensor representation J’1 J’4 of . An equivalent

definition of a quantum quasi-Poissonian process in terms of state generating

functi anal s Oft E ) I

(Y) = )Y)<,Y) ,

is the multiplicity condition

w(yeZ) r(x)sC)

for all XY , Z9
Let us consider a continuous quasi-Poissonian process, defined for the

Hubert integrals ‘J SG of copies of a Hilbert spaces
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and the decomposable W*algebras with
S ±

by generating functions

5G
Xs)ds) = exp

S t

4
where X : (, J is a measurable essentially bounded function as an

element of the von Neumann algebra 3.= ]@2(o,tJ on

Obviously, such an exponential family [wtJ is a continuous family,

satisfying the condition (1.3) with X = X(i’++)ct
and the w*analytical functional e is defined as the generator

e (Y) = clp (* ,X )/U j 4Q of a one-parameter multiplicative semigroup

( of generating functionals

p (,X)= (X@ X+)= exp{t e CX)], Rl.5

where 3 (f, s) = I. if s , and X (t,s)=O if S > t , is the

identity of the commutative W*_algebra 00(

J . An example of such a

continuous process is the family .(wtj of generating functionals (1.4) for

Poissonian multiquantum states over 3=5(s)ds defined by8(X)=<’f,X)—c:
wt( S X (s)ois) 5< , Xcs>ds —

with f €
and e

The necessary equivalent conditions for an w*_analytical functional &(X)
to be the generating functional of a one-parameter multiplicative semigroup of

state generating functions are given by the following theorem for the scalar

case = C,ji(X)=i. It is a nonlinear generalization of the Evans-Lewis

theorem 12] for linear conditionally positive maps L: A- 1 with respect to

for S=and L*(X)L(X*)*

Theorem II 1 Let the derivative

L(X)=dP(t,X)/t ) =o

(1.4)

for a family () ( IR] of positive-definite maps P
be defined in the W*_algebra unit ball 4L as an w*_analytical

von Neumann algebra Y, () and be an w*_anal

representation (I. 2.4) of the multiplicative *-semigroup £

(1.6)

(h);

map into a

ytical

ui withp(I)f
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Then it satisfies the following equivalent conditions:

(i) L.=L*is conditionally positive-definite (C.P.D.)

M

(IL(XX XE Al

1M
k, 1.

M

for all M = 1,2, , if t (
L4i

(ii) L=L*is conditionally completely positive, i.e. L x[L(x)1
is conditionally positive:

(

=0 where and (X)=L Xk)J X

(iii) L(x)

where F is a w*_analytical completely positive map 9 and B E

(iv) L (x)

conW to iaUy
where ,/\= [ is a linear w*_continuoucompletely positive .-valued*-

Proof: If 2(-) are positive-definite maps J in the sense of (i) in

Theorem 1.1, then the differences and hence the derivative (1.6) as

the limit L(X)=&v12ft,X)—/4 are conditionally positive definite:
*40

M M

k,L= I

fri
V= (k) p( )t) f/(X)/(

k)Ll=1
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As the implicatins (iii) >(ii)>(i) are evidently verifiable, and

(iv)>(iii) follows directly from the Lewis-Evans theorem for cocycles on a
(frt)

von Neumann algebra (= @j4 with respect to a normal representation

VU—, , defining J4 (X)=(X@)we have to prove only the implication

Ci) >(iv). Due to the w*_analyticity of the map L : 3 there exi sts a

unique linear w*_continuous*map A : ()- 53 , for which L. (X)=<A X>
In the same way we can obtain a unique w*_continuous map 7r: A)—
for which (X)=Z(X),extending the rt--linear components

Jr

(e0
d Cl.7)

,jA4

of the analytical map 1t ( )Z ,M (X) to linear components 7ç:

W i!

ç(ZctA. )Zct/(A)

of the w*_continuous map ,t (A ) jA°”,). But the linear map 7t proves

to be a W*_representation of into 13 due to the

orthogonality of and J1A , and hence and 7t under w”- and its

multiplicity under _=w’ :for all A,B €

rr ii’
*1 5 (e A )e44 (A () (z

irir
3)*

j (e0 A(zir) /

_

e
Pt *

_

‘

_

)e (A )
l7tir

Now we shall prove the property of C.P.D. for A with respect to the

representation 7 of the linear span Z c”X’) and, hence, conditionally

complete positivity of /\ with respect to r , due to the w*_density of this

span in 4). Indeed, if ) for a familY
= I
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and of the form A = Z e , v = 1,..., M
kI

then

w
<A,>)=

p,’fl

where for a C.P.D. L (X)<A, X0>wlth respect
1

to
X) — (Xe)’ since

r1

But it is well-known (see, for example [2]) that the linear w*_continuous map/\A*

on a W*_algebra = vvi ( ) into another W*_algebra 5 is conditionally

positive definite with respect to a W*_representation 7tr A4— 1ff it has

the form

<A,A > =
-(A)B- B*(A)

(1.8)

where P is a w*_continuous completely positive map .,‘U—’ 5? , and

is a bounded operator on . In such a way we obtain the structure (iii) for

where F(X) ,and

,t(X)= (X0)
Corollary 11.1. Let us consider the scalar case with

w*_analytical . Then the necessary equivalent conditions

M M

(1) z =o => , VcEC, XA M=çz,..
k,L.=1

2XA4,1=L1,11
(ii)

ao=>a*e(x*x)co,vc

(iii) (X) —
, where : C is a P.D. w*analytical

functional, and c EG , for to be the logarithm t(X)cvp(X) !.
infinitely divisible state generating functional p (X) , i.e. to be the
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generator for a multiplicative semigroup p(t, X) p(X)>o,are_also
sufficient together with (I)<o4 t (I)=0 ILF()
is normalized p(t,I) i for a

Indeed, due to the condition (iii)

k

p (t Y) exp{t e(x?J= e
kDk!

(X) (19)

is for any an w*_analytical P.D. -functional as the sum of P.D. functionals

+(X) k / and, obviously p (+, I) ± (p(+,I)=)
is equivalent to t’(I 0 (t(I)=) or (,C(I)c.) So the

generating functionals (1.4) of a continuous quasi-Poisson family of state5

have the structure ecp
- (X (s) )ols c ) :

wt(s@xcs)s &C

k-i a

_C,t0c3 ®Ic t
corresponding to the decomposition e ,

,• J ,tk)dti dtk ,

of the state in the direct sum of tensor powers of a multiplied

on the natural measures on the simplex-spaces Q
of the sequences Vk = (+, ) T = t =0 . This decomposition is

associated with a W*_representation °°(Q,) of the algebras

fvvi(Z°°(otJ ) on the Hilbert spaces

giving the construction of the quasi-Poissonian quantum process as the birth

process simultaneously of Y1- ,i,Z,-.. quantumindependently at the

corresponding moments ± = 1, a, . in the states /< I >

with probabilities /<, I> and Poissonian distribution

(0-C<7, I?cJtdtkof the birth moments €J2 ,k=ci,.,on

where i s a one-point space J with
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2. Quantum point processes, multiquantum semigroups and Master equations

Now let us consider an increasing family
.j)J\[J

of W*_algebras J14Ej

(2.1)

with a family of product states c4)t: jiL ci

=
r S

r, s JR,

which is treated as quantum noise, or thermostat.

We define a model of the quantum point process over a von Neumann algebra

3 ( ) as a quantum stochastic process in the sense [8] over

multiquantum W*_algebra A= w ( ) , described by a family {içf of faithful

W*_representations 7Z .—,
. We shall consider only quantum

point processes, satisfying the stationary Markovian condition

o7t* = 7rE o2r (2.2)

where E A4’ @ are conditional states, uniquely

defined by the states 5 as linear -valued functionals, satisfying

the condition

A

E. (A)=A<, > , VAMAç,€W.(2.3)

In this case a one parameter semigroup .(fl (t )]

fl ( s) fl fr) a fl (s) R (2.4)

fl (0) = of w*continuous VU-valued states fl

is defined on () as the completely positive w*_continuous contractive
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for states p( =.k1(-t<) on A with (y)y@X()These states form

a convolution semigroup

9fr÷s)=Z f((s) ?)
(2 11)

corresponding to (2.9) with c defined by symmetrical tensor products J

of j (r) and s ) , -k = Wi . So the Markovian maps (2.5) are

defined as conjugated to the convolutions of f(s) with some state c

O fl (t) * (t) = (2.12)

which have zero matrix elements fl < and

1fl(bt)(t)=()t describes at wi>n the transition of an

n-quantum state into an rn-quantum state, corresponding to the birth

rn-n quantums in the state for the time t.

If the quasi-Poissonian family ?W) is continuous in terms of the

generating functional of the form (1.4), then the semigroup ffl ()J
has a bounded generator A = o fl (t)/4f fo , which is conjugated to

the convolution generator

= — c d , (2.13)

corresponding to the multiplication generator

sCX)(X) = s(X)(X)- es(Y)

of the semigroup (5.7) for S cX) < X > with

= CX)—c
In accordance with (1.9) the generator (2.13) uniquely defines

semigroup fl(f?Qxp(f4Jas a convolution on the semigroup

formul a

Now let us consider the question of the construction of an arbitrary

Markovian semigroup as the family { 1] (- ) J of linear w*_continuous

completely positive contractions f ( 4- ) 1_.%i ,, having a given generator

eA A’=fl(t)/d (f (2.16)

7

p() = e

(2.14)

the Markovian

by the

(2.15)k-c
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() ()
described by linear w*_continuous forms A A .. . Note, that the

direct sum A
= is w*_COntinuous iff the family ‘/\ is

uniformly bounded, which we do not suppose. Such a generator is described by an

(unbounded) generating map

(y) L(x), L (x)=P f,x)tI+=O

with w*_analytlcal 1n1*-maps A In accordance with the

theorem 11.1 and P (oX)=X0these maps must have the form

L(X) = F
1(y)

- AX®. X“A
(2.18)

(ii..) (Li...) (Li..)

where F A — is a w*_analytlcal P.D. map, and A €

Now we formulate the existence theorem for the Markovian semigroups, giving an

extension of the Lindblad theorem [3] on the unbounded generators of such kind,

satisfying the conditions of dissipativity

(kt)

Theorem 11.2. Let L. , i.-tO, i,..be a family of w*_analytical C.RQ maps 4 —?
satisfying the dissipativity condition (I) o,ancj L*=L... Then there

exists a w*_continuous semigroup of normal C.P. contractive maps ñ(+) fl+)
on qt) having the generator (2.16) with <A°, X0> = L°(X).
The generating maps n = 0,1, ... are given by

the w*_converging series

P(f,x)=Z S.S Mk(t,....,tk,X) (2.19)
k=o 1

where t0=O, is defined as a function on

I O<tl<.....<ktJ

>( A , defined by the inverse-time recurrency
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(a)*
-tA

+(Q,tk ,x)
tO(

X))e (2.20)1<

with = (t0, , k Mk =P’ k
(v7

= e X® &
00 (it) (‘t

A=A and defined by representations (2.18) with F )(/)<PX@)
—

Proof. If are w*analytica1 C.RD. dissipative\aps, then they

have the form (2.17) with

(a)
V

I, > F (:) A+ A*
k-i. 0

We have to find a solution of the semigroup generating equation 012(+)/d+

P (i)>, f(o)=X, or

(a) (i4)* (a) (a) AOt)

E (f?÷A P )+ ( = <p (2.21)pr —

0

with the boundary conditions P(o)X n = 0,1,... at least for all

positive X , defining the matrix elements fl (Sf) of the

semigroup ] (4:) as derivations of the w*analytical maps p(-,x
Let us write the system (2.21) with these boundary conditions in the integral

form

(a)-” S

P(+)=e’ xe + Ses < P(4:-s)>

(pt)

and find the solution P. (4:) of the corresponding recurrent system
I

_tA)* (n)*

(2.23)
x e S<Pp(fS)>e s,
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-+ t
with P0 (f)=e e as i-th sum of (2.19):

±x)= S M(l,.$k ,X)f-”tf( (2.24)L ki

As the maps X *k) Y) defined in (5.20) are completely

positive, p(÷(-) 0 for all positive X.11 . Now we

shall prove that if X I , i.e. Q(+)=I’P1t().o
for all i = 0,1, Indeed, Q!(*) satisfies the recurrency

Q
(frt) -tA
(+) =1 -e X e

(i-t)*

(a)

<p Q(tJe5

Ca) ()
and due to dissipativity <

o Ct) x)
(kt)*

e5 <P, Q(-s)>e

as
+ (a)* (kt)

XeM -5 e (A+ Ae5

® _AN*0
-fA A-tA ®

—! -e x €? -e e -i =
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So, Q(t)o ,if XI ,and Q()o if

Q (.j)> ‘j . Hence the increasing bounded sequence 0

has a w*_limit 0 , which is the w*_convergent series

(2.19). This limit gives a solution of the integral equation (2.22) because of

the increase in (2 23)

() tA*

2+ () e Xe ÷Je

(ii)*

(+) e Je <p P (+-s)>e

and, hence,

p)(
f) e

A ft A
< P (f-s)) ds P )

Such a solution P (f)F (t,X) is, obviously, w*_analytical on

and bounded by

p(k)
.MtI)tt=i25)

Corollary 11.2. The Markovian semigroup .(‘fl(-t-)J’ , defined by the family

of generating maps (2.19) gives a weak solution (+)=fl (-L)
of the Cauchy problem d (f)/d = (+) () =

for the multiquantum system of Master equations

(2.26)
0
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÷
describing the time-evolution of a multiquantum state d€vU* . This solution is

defined by the generating functionals

s( X)= < 2 ‘±, Y) ><, (2.27)

(L4)

where
3

/1 (kt)

are defined as dual to left and right multiplications in 7t

= <&, A A>=<A, A>.

Note, that this solution may not preserve the probability even if

= AA for all in the case of unbounded

3. Quasi-free quantum point processes,

branching semigroups and nonlinear equations.

The quasifree quantum point processes describe a stochastic evolution of a

multiquantum system 1fr?() without interaction of its particles. An

example of such a quantum Markovian process is the quasi-Poissonian birth process

defined in the previous section, which is described by a one parameter

multiplicative semigroup fp(+)L of state generating functionals

Now we shall consider a current semigroup [pH-), T(*)7 defined as a

semi-direct product

[p(),T(r)JoCpCs),T(s)L(pfr)0TCS))P(5)Tfr)T(s)J

of the family ./p(-t)} with a nonlinear semigroup /T(-?J of maps

T() :
iI called a branching semigroup in the case p(iL)=1

We shall show that every multiquantum quasi-free (branching) Markovian

semigroup ‘[7(-)] over is generated by such a current (branching)

semigroup, which satisfies the following conditions. A family
.

p(-H, T(-)].
of w*_analytical maps p(*?: £

.,
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is called a Markovian current semigroup, if

(or

normal i zed)

i (nj)
A

, S E

(pt)

17 (+)=9() (3.1)

where { p(t), 9(t)J is a family of multiquantum states ()
= fl(f) (9i) , describing the quantum birth process of particles, and

linear w*_continuous branching maps e(+) : 0(+) =[ehJ .,
M (vz)

.._4 iz O 1,,

describing the death 6 €A 1°&o()<1 ( the time evolution

pcr÷s,X)p( r, TCs,X))(3,X)

0)

Tfr÷s,X)Tr, TCs,X))

with pco,X)1 , TCo,X)X

x11

1) p(t,I)i

p (t,I)=I

for all

T(,I)I

T(t,i)=I

for all

if they are

2) for all n = 0,1, ... , the maps

)= T(,X)p(t,X)

are positive definite

Obviously, p ()
from 2) at n = 0 and

Note, that in

Let us

semi group

contracti ons

as convolutions

(P.D.) in the sense

is a P.O. functional

T(t) is also P.D.

(i) of theorem 1.2 for

for all *6 1R4 , as it follows

in the purely branching case

the case of P.D. p and T the condition 2) is sat

define the quasifree quantum point Markovian process

fl (*)] of linear w*continuous completely posi

with

isfied for all.

by the

tive

being defined
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1,’—’
° 11() , and the spliting à,E54,-41e1,(+), n>I

of each particle in a state into fr particles for a time t>O.

The convolution (3.1) corresponds to the independence of the quantum transitions

from an n-quantum state into an m-quantum one which are

described by the matrix elements of fl°() [ 17 ‘ (+)3,

(32)

where is the symbol of the symmetrical tensor product Of birth quantum

state 9k (-1-) and a state , transformed by independent

branchi ngs

k
= .0 (+)

of each quantum into the ki quantums with total number k k
corresponding to state €3

<
(+) . Note that in purely

—
(kt) r frL

branching case, corresponding to vacuum 17 (*i=c’(&)

where () = is a w*_continuous completely positive

contraction LAA —b

The semigroup condition (2.4) defines for the family (9 (rnb), 9 (+)j
a current convolution semigroup structure

p(r-÷s)= p(r-)o9sp(5) o9(s)p(s)

(3.3)

9 (r-) o Cs) 9(r)o e()

with o)J (O)cfIa . This semigroup obeys a generator
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flo) =ctE 09(t)®’9)]/0u 1 =

o))

(frL)

for all , if—f the derivatives

r’=d9(+)/dt /t=o ,

are defined as linear w*_continuous forms F’: u-U-—’ A :

In this case the matrix elements : A°LA (i) of A°= [A]
are defined as conditionally completely positive dissipative forms, which are

conjugated to the infinitesimal transitions of n-quantum

states into m-quantum

oA=o ,

(3.5)

(Ic.1)÷

where Iid - the identity map

1

=Z i®F r1

are the linear forms, corresponding to the velocity of transitions

due to the independent branching of each quantum into m-n+l quantums, and
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corresponds to the velocity of transitions 6 due to simultaneous

birth of m-n quantums. We shall call the direct sum , of the forms

= u (IcF) ]dt, IcI1 (3.6)

defined by a pair ( , I ) thus: the quasifree point infinitesimal form is

conditionally completely positive and dissipative for all n = 0,1,.... The

corresponding pairs ( , f ) form a cone called the current convolution
(°) *

semialgebra. Of course = A k is a conditionally positive and

dissipative form ) , and if FF is also conditionally completely

positive and dissipative, as it takes place in a purely branching case 0,

then is a quasifree point infinitesimal form. Note that in spite of
A (i_) r ,

the boundedness of each the form /\ = L ,

II A Ii ii 11 F \1
- °° (t4)

the generator A 0A of the quasifree quantum point semigroup is

typically unbounded, if ro.
Let us consider the generating maps

p(f,)<pc+),X@>, T(f,Y)<G(f),X@>
(7)

for a convolution current semigroup f p Ct), (f)] , and

e (X) =
)

(X)= <F, X> (3.8)

for its generator, defined as w*analytical maps p(),e-C and

We shall say that a pair 8 ,G ) is completely dissipative, if e=e ,

1’) e(i)o , CI)O (&(T)=O, (r)=O)

(hi ,1 ,1(n.)
2) for all n = 0,1, ... the maps L

L’(X) (X) X
+
X (x) X@l)
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•1

are C.P.D. with respect to J4 (Xi I’ , or/41d in the sense Ci) of

Theorem 11.1 for ‘‘ . Such pairs C ,G ) form a cone

called a current semialgebra, or branching semialgebra of w*_analytical C.P.D.

dissipations = LW: 7 4_.j4 , if

Of course, is a CRD. functional:

with PD and c(i), ()

and, if is a QF?D. map with respectoj.t (X) X then

with P.t. :A1 and (3.10)

Theorem 11.3. A family of maps P (+)
n 0,1, ... is a generating family for a quasifree

point Markovian sernigroup,if—f it has the form T()’p(t) where

(p(-), T(-e-) ) , is a current Markovian semigroup, defined by the

conditions 0)— ii . A family 1L] of maps L°’:
n = 0,1, ... is a generating family for a quasifree point infinitesimal form, if

it has the form Ide, + 1d U-1)j
, where C ,G ) is a current

completely dissipative pair, defined by conditions 1’), 2’) If G is a

w*_analytical C P D dissipative map y’l _-54 , then there exists a

w*_continuous semigroup (+)) of w*_analytical contractions

having the generator G I , defining the current

Markovian semigroup with p ( ) exp (T(s )) ds J
for a w*_analytical C.P.D. dissipative functional

Proof The equivalence of (3 1) and (3 6) with corresponding forms in

2) and 2’) for generating maps

p(x) < fl L(X)

is a consequence of the definition of convolution (3.2) and (3.5):
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(.t) friir <fl A < ,X )<k,X)

< )X X)

p(X)

(pt)

, X > X <_÷ X>÷

_SQ

kt-4)

+ = ®
= L4.

Then the conditions 1), 2) and 1’), 2t) are simply the conditions defining the

generating families p and , n = 0,1, ... for Markovian maps and

their infinitesimal forms respectively. In the same way we prove the equivalence

of current semigroup conditions (0) and (3.3):

< (r+s) > /
><?k5>

i=O k=O

x>Xs,x@> T5,X))p(sX)

(+s, X) ,kil

/9
<(3), X> =N

-t =o
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Now we shall prove the existence of the current Markovian semigroup

(p(+) , 7’(-E? ) ,
having the generator of the form (3.9), (3.10). So we

have to find the resolving pair T(’+,X ) p(-(-, X) for the Cauchy problem

sT(+)÷T(+)R= K(T()) T(o)=X,

(3.11)

dp()/d++cp() = p(o)=I

with w*analytical C.P maps 1< :A1— and C and

satisfying dissipativity conditions + j3 >,.g(i)

c > 42 (I) The first equation is equivalent to

the integral nonlinear equation

(3.12)

which we solve for by sequential iterations

T(+)exetje_S8K(y (t_s)eSBs, =o)1,...

with 7 (+) = e X e
. Due to increasing K

for all t, and

t T (f) = K( (t-s))
-( (t-s))]e ds O

if T () T_1 (f) for all t. So () i = 0,1, ... is an

increasing family 0 (t) (-&) . Let us prove the

boundness y I if X I The difference QL (+)=I—T (t)I
satisfies the recurrence
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&

Q÷ (t) = J0

I-e8Xe8— )e8ds

y, Ie_tBXe
-

(I_X)e

so the sequence has a w*limit T0 (t)T(t,X’), which is a

w*_analytical on solution of (3.12) for O X I , using the

same arguments as in the linear case considered in theorem (2.2). Due to the

analyticity T() defines a solution of the problem (3.11) for all XEA1

with

p(t7) p(Tcs,

Corollary 11.3. The nonlinear semigroup T (+) ALA , defined by the

w*_analytical integral equation (3.l2),gives a quasifree solution (

T (p () , n = 0,1, ... of the Markovian system of

integral equations (2.22) with A @fl.
+I c/2

L =-t-LkL_l og +
fr,—fr1 Li.

defined by the corresponding quasifree forms (3.6) with

<F, >= Z Kiç A>
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This solution as a function of X541 defines a weak solution of the Cauchy

problem for the corresponding Master equation (2.26), by the generating

functi onal

where s( x) <) X ®> is an initial multiquantum state generating

functional
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